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Increase recruitment and 
hiring of diverse 

individuals
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Octagon CONCEPTS

Positively influence 
employees’ attitudes 

about their work 
environment

Retain and develop high-
performing, diverse staff
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INCREASE 
RECRUITMENT AND 
HIRING OF DIVERSE 
INDIVIDUALS

To gain a competitive advantage by 
effectively recruiting and managing a 
diverse workforce.

GOAL
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Increase recruitment and hiring of diverse 
individuals

CURRENT/POTENTIAL ACTIONS

● Offer flexibility as a workforce perk-particularly important for millennials and women. From my
discussions with Lisa Murray I learned that OSEN has already addressed this by offering new talent
the option to work in New York City or Stamford. And I note that it is highlighted as one of the five
starting points for Inclusive Diversity (ID).

● Increase where you recruit from. Have a strong campus presence and maximize partnerships with
diverse professional organizations. I note that OSEN has revamped campus planning from a
multicultural lens. OSEN has enhanced their presence where there is a high demographic of diverse
talent and adding non- traditional schools to expand the pipeline. Noted that IPG has a partnership
with Howard University.
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POSITIVELY INFLUENCE 
EMPLOYEES’ ATTITUDES 
ABOUT THEIR WORK 
ENVIRONMENT

Create a diverse and inclusive workforce 
to impact an employee’s success and 
longevity at the organization.

GOAL
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Positively influence employees’ attitudes about 
their work environment

POTENTIAL ACTIONS

● Continue to administer steps to advance the diversity of the workforce
● Have transparency with the workforce through continuous updates that share “wins” and areas of

opportunity
● Raise awareness of available work-life programs and flexible work options and remove barriers from

their use
● Continue to have management engage, participate and demonstrate support for initiatives
● Explore the ROI of implementing employee resource groups-for the positive impact to talent and to

furthering corporate initiatives
● Create a strengthened understanding of inclusion and diversity commitment and expectations
● Provide learning opportunities to strengthen cultural competencies and combat unconscious bias
● Implement resources to engage remote and siloed employees to ensure that they are part of the

equation
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RETAIN AND DEVELOP 
HIGH-PERFORMING, 
DIVERSE STAFF

To be more intentional and deliberate in 
the development of talent to ensure that 
there are no barriers to success across 
the organization. 

GOAL
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Retain and develop high-performing, diverse 
staff

POTENTIAL ACTIONS

● Develop and infuse a framework of inclusion and diversity messaging and practices throughout
onboarding, leadership development and training

● Examine current leadership development programs to ensure they draw from all segments of the
workforce

● Establish inclusive and diversity objectives for programs focused on professional development,
mentoring, coaching, etc.

● Expand access to mentoring programs (I note this is already in progress)
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DRIVE BUSINESS 
PERFORMANCE

To leverage inclusive diversity for more 
effective decision-making and increase 
successful business outcomes. 

GOAL
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Drive business performance

● Socialize the business case for diversity and share sound findings from research:
○ Workforce inclusion and diversity are key drivers for internal innovation and growth
○ Creates greater employee satisfaction
○ An inclusive and diverse workforce outperforms competitors
○ Provides greater opportunity to drive results by creating new markets and products

● Increase community footprint to increase engagement and branding
● Partner with clients and communicate that inclusion and diversity is a core value of the organization

and will be utilized to continue improved relationships
● Create an external diversity council that will counsel, educate and advocate for the organization on

how to be more effective

POTENTIAL ACTIONS
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COMMUNICATION 
& BRANDING

To effectively communicate to 
employees, clients and the marketplace 
that inclusion and diversity is a core value 
for the organization.

GOAL
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Communication & Branding

● Commitment to inclusion and diversity statement authored by Rick Dudley and socialized through
diverse channels
○ Website
○ All employee meetings
○ Town Halls/ Senior “listening sessions”
○ Board of director meetings
○ Client events/meetings
○ Onboarding of new talent

POTENTIAL ACTIONS



Inclusive 
Connections
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AREAS OF FOCUS FOR INCLUSIVE DIVERSITY

1 2 3 4 5

Flex-Ability

Talent First

iDX

Dedicated 
Inclusive Diversity 

Resource
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INCLUSIVE CONNECTIONS

Town hall discussions about socially-
relevant topics is brave for the 
organization to adopt. And will convey its 
commitment to inclusion and diversity 
and demonstrate that the organization is 
acutely aware of the times in which we 
live.  An organization that recognizes that 
every employee does not have the same 
experience outside the walls for the 
organization is a bold and important step 
to creating a more inclusive environment. 
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iDX

iDX sounds fascinating I look forward to 
learning more. As I mentioned previously, I 
think that having an external diversity 
council that includes clients can impact 
this initiative. 



Thank you!
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